Social Withdrawal, Loneliness, and Health in Schizophrenia: Psychological and Neural Mechanisms
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Background and Hypothesis: Some of the most debilitating aspects of schizophrenia and other serious mental illnesses (SMI) are the impairments in social perception, motivation, and behavior that frequently accompany these conditions. These impairments may ultimately lead to chronic social disconnection (ie, social withdrawal, objective isolation, and perceived social isolation or loneliness), which may contribute to the poor cardiometabolic health and early mortality commonly observed in SMI. However, the psychological and neurobiological mechanisms underlying relationships between impairments in social perception and motivation and social isolation and loneliness in SMI remain incompletely understood. Study Design: A narrative, selective review of studies on social withdrawal, isolation, loneliness, and health in SMI. Study Results: We describe some of what is known and hypothesized about the psychological and neurobiological mechanisms of social disconnection in the general population, and how these mechanisms may contribute to social isolation and loneliness, and their consequences, in individuals with SMI. Conclusions: A synthesis of evolutionary and cognitive theories with the “social homeostasis” model of social isolation and loneliness represents one testable framework for understanding the dynamic cognitive and biological correlates, as well as the health consequences, of social disconnection in SMI. The development of such an understanding may provide the basis for novel approaches for preventing or treating both functional disability and poor physical health that diminish the quality and length of life for many individuals with these conditions.

Impairments in perceptual and motor processes involved in social interactions and experiences, including deficits in social perception, motivation, and behavior, are known predictors of functional disability in serious mental illness (SMI; eg, schizophrenia and other disabling psychiatric disorders).1–3 Such impairments may also be linked to the experience of “social disconnection” in SMI. Social disconnection is often defined simply and objectively as social isolation (ie, having a lower-than-average number of relationships and interactions4). A more subjective form of social disconnection is loneliness, which has been defined as a perceived discrepancy between the actual and desired levels (quantity and/or quality) of social bonds.5–7 Both forms of social disconnection are common among people with SMI.

Importantly, an accumulation of evidence, from studies conducted both in the general population and in people with SMI, has shown that social disconnection is strongly associated with poorer cardiometabolic health,4 impaired immune function,4 and overall reductions in lifespan.8,10 In fact, in SMI, living alone is a stronger predictor of early mortality (which is on average 20 years lower in people with SMI than in the general population11) than smoking or metabolic syndrome.3 These findings raise the question of whether the poor health outcomes associated with SMI may be in part attributable to the experience of isolation and loneliness and their widespread effects throughout the body. Thus, a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying the high levels of social disconnection frequently experienced by people with SMI may lead to the development of novel treatments that could ameliorate some of the serious consequences of these experiences.

To further this goal, in this narrative review, we present a testable model of the psychological and neural mechanisms of social disconnection in SMI, based on a synthesis...
of published behavioral and neurobiological data and theoretical models of isolation and loneliness derived primarily from studies conducted in general population samples and animal research. We then summarize evidence for a link between social disconnection and adverse health outcomes and discuss implications for intervention development.

**Social Disconnection: Individual Differences and Levels of Analysis**

Although much remains unknown about how loneliness and isolation interact and contribute to one another over time, both within and between individuals, the two constructs are typically only modestly correlated ($r \sim 0.20$), suggesting that loneliness is not merely a function of inadequate amounts of social contact. Studies have shown that people may experience high levels of both loneliness and isolation, little of either, or one without the other. For example, in a survey study conducted in New Zealand of over 18,000 people, a small proportion (5.7%) reported high levels of both isolation and loneliness; roughly one-third reported elevated loneliness but little isolation, and 7% reported little loneliness but substantial isolation (with the remaining ~50% reporting an absence of both loneliness and isolation). Such distinct expressions of social disconnection highlight the importance of accounting for individual differences in mechanism-focused studies.

It is also clear that the different forms of social disconnection are not static phenomena; the relationship between the frequency and quality of social contacts and the subjective experience of loneliness can vary within people dynamically over time. However, in the majority of prior studies, social disconnection has been most frequently assessed at the “trait” (stable) level, using questionnaires that measure social activity level or loneliness as a more general, dispositional experience (eg, “How often do you feel disconnected from others?”), often without specifying a time frame. However, fluctuations in social connection can be measured using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) methods, with questionnaire items analogous to their dispositional counterparts (eg, “I am alone,” “I feel left out”) but applied on a shorter time scale (ie, in the moment or over a period of hours). Despite a large degree of relative stability at the dispositional level, assessment of momentary variation allows for identification of time-varying predictors of these experiences that can inform models of the etiology and maintenance of social disconnection, as well as intervention design.

**Psychological and Cognitive Mechanisms of Social Disconnection**

Research to date has identified several potential psychological and cognitive mechanisms contributing to social disconnection in the general population, of which are likely relevant in SMI as well. Loneliness is moderately correlated with symptoms of depression and social anxiety, and may predict increases in these symptoms prospectively. Also, subclinical paranoia is associated with loneliness in the general population, and lonely individuals exhibit diminished interpersonal trust, which has been linked to specific patterns of brain activity. These correlational findings suggest that an underlying bias or set of beliefs in lonely individuals regarding the negative intentions of others, potentially associated with the presence of various forms of psychopathology, may lead to maladaptive interpretations of social situations, ultimately leading to social disconnection. Loneliness itself, then, may contribute to cognitive biases that exacerbate this disconnection.

To make sense of these findings, cognitive and evolutionary frameworks of the etiology and maintenance of loneliness and isolation have been proposed and tested. Cognitive perspectives suggest that a perceived discrepancy between actual and desired social connection leads to the experience of loneliness. These perceptions may arise from stable beliefs or personality characteristics related to feelings of diminished self-worth and self-blame rather than objective experiences of social isolation, which contribute to social withdrawal and disconnection over time. In an evolutionary framework, acute loneliness is believed to serve as a signal that one’s current social bonds are insufficient in number or quality, which initially stimulates motivation and subsequent actions that aim to increase the level of social contact. However, chronic social disconnection can lead to a state of hypervigilance to social threats (ie, fear of rejection or negative appraisals of others), which may represent an adaptive, defensive response that may protect the individual from the real dangers associated with lacking social protection. This adaptive response can manifest as social amotivation, reflected behaviorally as social withdrawal in the context of the anticipation of aversive social experiences.

These models are supported by studies showing that loneliness is associated with a greater attentional bias toward threatening social cues and greater memory for negative social events. Additional evidence for the presence of these stable biases in lonely people comes from studies of interpersonal distance. In healthy adults, loneliness is associated with preferences for larger interpersonal distance, after controlling for gender, marital status, objective social isolation, anxiety, and depression. In a study conducted during the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic, preferences for larger interpersonal distance were associated with chronic loneliness, while acute, situational loneliness was linked with preferences for smaller interpersonal distances. These findings are consistent with the notion that an acute deficit in social bonds facilitates social approach behavior (ie,
smaller interpersonal distances), whereas chronic deficits lead to greater sensitivity to the possibility of negative outcomes of social interactions and self-protective avoidance of others. Larger interpersonal distances have also been associated with lower social motivation and greater social withdrawal in both healthy and SMI populations.19

Overall, these findings suggest that stable negative cognitive biases contribute to the etiology of loneliness and behaviors that may perpetuate it. Importantly, such cognitive and psychological mechanisms may lead to loneliness through their dampening effects on social motivation and the resulting social withdrawal, leading to a self-reinforcing cycle that may exacerbate loneliness over time. Such self-reinforcing drivers of loneliness are likely to be “transdiagnostic” to a large extent (ie, present in SMI, as discussed below, and other clinical populations), although further research is needed to confirm this prediction.

Recent work has also uncovered how the biases that underlie social disconnection may manifest in daily life. For example, EMA work has shown that greater levels of stable, trait-level loneliness are associated with daily social experiences of lower quality or intimacy.40 Loneliness, then, may reflect limited experiences of (or opportunities for) meaningful social connections.41 Also, momentary increases in loneliness predict subsequent experiences of emotional hypervigilance (eg, fear, hostility).18 Consistent with the cognitive and evolutionary models of loneliness, such hypervigilance to social threat could increase sensitivity to cues signaling interpersonal rejection, inhibiting social motivation, and leading to social withdrawal. Individuals who are overly vigilant to potential social threats at a given moment may be more likely to avoid social interaction out of fear of rejection or exclusion, or due to diminished interest in engaging in potentially aversive interactions, thus contributing to a cycle of isolation and loneliness over time. Over the long term, underlying cognitive biases that contribute to the onset of loneliness may themselves intensify because of social isolation. Among people with SMI, this process may be especially detrimental given existing social impairments, which may further interfere with adaptive processes that could interrupt a cycle of chronic disconnection.

Social Disconnection in SMI

Individuals with SMI tend to be both more socially isolated and lonelier than the general population.42,43 While the causes of social isolation and loneliness in people with SMI are complex and not fully understood, there is evidence that social disconnection in SMI is not merely an inevitable byproduct of impairments in functioning associated with these illnesses; rather, it may represent a core feature of the psychopathology, with wide-ranging impacts on health and well-being.44

Specifically, people with psychotic disorders tend to have small social networks,14,45 and frequently report poor relationship quality and high levels of loneliness, which is at least one standard deviation higher than in the general population.7,46 Only a small percentage of individuals with SMI are meaningfully employed or have long-term romantic partners.47,48 Also, people with SMI report high rates of stigma and perceived rejection, which appear to contribute to social isolation.49,50 A commonly held misconception is that people with psychotic disorders do not want relationships; in reality, they consistently cite “improved relationships” as a key treatment goal.51-53 Thus, social disconnection in SMI likely reflects having a lower number of relationships characterized by high intimacy.54

As described above, one contributor to loneliness in the general population is an elevated sensitivity to negative social evaluation; this bias appears to contribute to loneliness in SMI as well. Symptoms of depression, anxiety, and paranoia, which are also maintained by negative cognitive biases, are associated with loneliness in SMI.50 Additional factors, such as perceived discrimination and low self-esteem, have also been identified as correlates of loneliness in SMI.55 Moreover, a heightened sensitivity to threat can play an insidious role in reducing the capacity to experience social pleasure, promoting withdrawal behaviors that can perpetuate isolation and loneliness and worsen social impairments that contribute to further isolation and loneliness.1

Further support for the role of negative cognitive biases in the experience of loneliness is provided by 2 EMA studies of people with schizophrenia; in both studies, higher dispositional (trait-like) loneliness at baseline was associated with significantly lower self-reported quality (ie, intimacy, positive affect) of social interactions in daily life,56 consistent with similar findings in the general population.40 In the one study to date that measured momentary loneliness in people with schizophrenia, reports of loneliness were not lower on average when people were around others vs. alone; loneliness was lower, however, when people were interacting with intimate others (eg, friends or family) compared to when they were alone or with strangers.23 These findings are consistent with other EMA studies that have found a greater degree of social avoidance and withdrawal in people with SMI, despite reports of higher positive affect in the presence of others vs. when alone.57

Thus, greater chronic loneliness in SMI may manifest as hypervigilance to social threat/rejection and social avoidance, which may result in a diminished social drive (lack of interest in or motivation to engage in social interactions). In turn, this diminished social motivation could lead to greater objective isolation over time.1 This model is consistent with related models of social withdrawal in SMI, including those highlighting the role of defeatist attitudes in negative symptoms, and the impact of stigma and rejection on social information processing.3,58 Additional research is needed to determine the extent to which cognitive processes associated with prolonged
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loneliness contribute directly to diminished social motivation, as well as how these processes unfold in the context of daily social interactions.

In addition, given the heterogeneity in illness presentation across SMI populations, including the roughly 25% experiencing low social interest/drive who meet criteria for the “deficit syndrome” of schizophrenia, there is clearly a subgroup of people with SMI that are generally uninterested in social connection, and thus objectively isolated but not lonely. In future research, it will be important to characterize such subgroups and individual expressions of isolation and loneliness more fully within SMI populations.

Neurobiological Mechanisms of Social Disconnection

Although little is currently known about the specific brain circuits associated with social isolation and loneliness in SMI, some clues have emerged from neuroimaging studies conducted in the general population. For example, objective isolation has been associated with a smaller volume, lower gray matter density, and reduced responsiveness and reduced connectivity of the amygdala, a region of the medial temporal lobe known to be involved in social behavior that is altered in disorders characterized by social functioning deficits (eg, schizophrenia and autism). One cannot infer a causal relationship between a lower amygdala volume, connectivity, or function and social isolation; however, social isolation may be associated with lower levels of stimulation of brain networks involved in social perception (eg, in the perception of human faces) which could result in atrophy of these areas. This second possibility is in fact consistent with evidence from studies in rodents and non-human primates showing reductions in cellular proliferation and myelination of the amygdala, as well as the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, following social isolation.

Neuroimaging studies have identified a large number of brain networks and regions that may be altered in individuals who experience chronic loneliness (see ref. for comprehensive reviews of this literature). Differences in volume or activation of brain regions involved in emotional and social processing have been linked with higher levels of loneliness, or have been observed in lonely compared to non-lonely individuals. For example, loneliness has been linked to differences in the functioning of the striatum (which includes the caudate, putamen, and nucleus accumbens), with findings of decreased striatal responses to socially rewarding stimuli and during trust-related decisions in lonely individuals. In addition, several studies have identified greater activation or connectivity of attentional systems involved in monitoring the environment, such as the ventral attention and salience networks (ie, including the anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex), in association with loneliness. These findings may be linked to the heightened vigilance to social threats observed in lonely individuals.

In addition, several studies have shown that the volume and connectivity of the default network, a group of interconnected brain regions that are involved in introspection, autobiographical memory, and social cognitive processes are altered in lonely compared to non-lonely individuals. For example, one study that conducted analyses of the UK Biobank dataset found that several default network regions were larger and exhibited increased within-network functional connectivity in lonely, compared to non-lonely, individuals, and a follow-up study found related changes in the hippocampus. These findings may be linked to a greater tendency of lonely (compared to non-lonely) individuals to engage in internally focused cognitive processes that rely on these regions, such as rumination and reviewing the past (ie, retrieving autobiographical memories), and mental simulations of social interactions and conversations. These processes may also represent compensatory mechanisms that attempt to reproduce aspects of experiences of social intimacy that have been lost.

These findings in nonclinical populations raise the question of whether prior observations of abnormalities in medial temporal lobe, striatal, attentional, or default network neural systems in schizophrenia could be attributable, at least in part, to the effects of chronic loneliness or isolation. Future studies can investigate this question further, ideally using longitudinal designs.

Also, there are several important caveats to consider when attempting to interpret this literature, including the potentially confounding effects of symptoms of depression and anxiety that are often associated with loneliness (accounted for in some but not all studies) and the challenge of distinguishing between the effects of chronic vs. acute loneliness and causes vs. effects of social disconnection. However, as discussed further below, understanding both the neural and larger systemic correlates of different types of social disconnection may facilitate the development of testable models, which can be used ultimately to validate novel treatments.

Social Disconnection and Cardiometabolic Health

If social disconnection affects brain structure and function (or is driven by such changes), it is probably unsurprising that it appears to have wide-ranging effects throughout the rest of the body as well. Prior research has unequivocally shown that physical well-being is enhanced by social connectedness. For example, social contact (ie, with conspecifics) is associated with an increased life span across many animal species, including bees, ants, rodents, and non-human primates. Similarly, social isolation and loneliness predict poor health outcomes in humans, including early mortality. Specifically, a recent meta-analysis revealed that social isolation and loneliness
are related to a 29% and 26% increased risk, respectively, of mortality over time.\textsuperscript{87} While data suggest that both isolation and loneliness contribute to poor health in the general population, the precise contributions and mechanisms underlying these relationships are unclear. In a prospective examination of over 30,000 men,\textsuperscript{88} of those who were unmarried with a small social network had a 90% increased risk of cardiovascular death compared to those who were married with a larger network. The socially isolated men were also more than twice as likely to die from an accident or suicide, or to experience a stroke. A later study of this cohort examined both objective isolation and loneliness independently, finding stronger relationships between poor health (ie, cardiovascular disease, inflammation and loneliness) and loneliness than with social isolation.\textsuperscript{89} Also, a recent longitudinal study showed that older adults who were both isolated and lonely were at highest risk of mortality over time.\textsuperscript{90}

Data on the contribution of isolation and loneliness to cardiometabolic disease in people with SMI specifically are currently limited. However, in a large survey in Australia, loneliness was linked with metabolic syndrome in people with psychotic disorders.\textsuperscript{10} In another study, loneliness in individuals with schizophrenia was associated with high blood pressure and elevated Hemoglobin A1C.\textsuperscript{91}

Several potential mechanisms have been proposed to account for the relationships between social isolation, loneliness, and health outcomes. Time spent with healthy others (friends, acquaintances, and family) may serve to promote healthy habits, including healthy eating and physical activity. A stronger social network may also serve to improve access to helpful health-related information, transportation to healthcare providers, and other resources (eg, financial).\textsuperscript{11} Also, loneliness is linked to depression and other forms of psychopathology that are associated with worse health outcomes.\textsuperscript{92,93}

Recent evidence suggests, however, that at least some portion of the associations between physical health and loneliness may arise from a direct relationship between loneliness and the physiological responses to stress generated by the body. Loneliness increases sympathetic nervous system activity and inflammatory responses,\textsuperscript{94} and has been shown to interfere with immune function, increasing susceptibility to infection.\textsuperscript{95} Loneliness is also associated with insomnia and poor sleep quality,\textsuperscript{37,96} which has been linked to disrupted immune and cardiovascular function and impaired glucose regulation.\textsuperscript{96}

Although the mechanisms underlying these associations remain incompletely understood, the “social homeostasis” model,\textsuperscript{86,97} which synthesizes findings of animal research and human behavioral data, proposes that loneliness represents the subjective manifestation of a physiological signal indicating the presence of a deficit in the availability of protective social bonds (see figure 1 for a schematic illustration of this model). This signal represents one component of a complex response (which includes a multi-system stress response) designed to restore homeostasis for the organism relative to their “set point” in expected level or quality of social bonds. This set point in social connection is similar to other set points that control homeostatic signals generated by the body to promote survival, such as the experience of hunger or fatigue, which trigger behaviors aimed at correcting deficits in caloric intake or sleep that may threaten well-being. Thus, the acute psychological signal of loneliness is thought to serve the purpose of generating behaviors that then correct a detected deficit in social connection relative to the individual’s set point.

If the deficit in social bonds that triggers a cascade of stress-related mediators is not corrected, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and immune system activation associated with this state of loneliness can become chronic, similar to other states of persistently elevated stress. Chronic social disconnection accompanied by these physiological derangements (elevated stress and immunological responses) may then negatively impact cardiometabolic health over time, possibly similar to the way that chronic states of elevated stress due to other types of environmental adversity (poverty, maltreatment, and neighborhood effects) can be detrimental to physical health.\textsuperscript{101}

This state of social disconnection and related activation of systemic and neural stress responses can become self-sustaining over time in part due to the relationship (present in some individuals) between chronic loneliness and an increased vigilance or sensitivity to social threat/rejection, which paradoxically interferes with the individual’s ability to seek out the social supports that would correct this deficit.

Responses to Changes in “Social Homeostasis” and Implications for SMI

Matthews and Tye proposed that the social homeostatic system has three components: A detector, control center, and effector (figure 1A). In this model, when there is a reduction in the level of social connection, the detector identifies a change in the quantity or quality of social bonds, and the control center compares this quantity to the set point in social connection for the individual. If a deficit is detected, the effector system is engaged to correct this deficit by generating the subjective, conscious state of loneliness (and the accompanying systemic stress response), followed by the motivation and subsequent behaviors that may lead to an increase in social contact and connection. The effector system may also heighten attention to the environment to facilitate detection of social resources as well as threats. If the deficit in social bonds is corrected by the social approach-related actions triggered by the effector system, feedback about the new, no-longer-deficient state is then sent back to the detector,
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the social homeostasis model, as proposed and developed by Matthews and Tye, is presented (figure adapted with permission from). Although the neural correlates of these components of this model are unknown, we speculate that the Detector function in this system may rely on brain networks involved in social perception, such as the amygdala and other areas of the "social brain." The Control Center may engage brain regions that track social knowledge and memories, such as the hippocampus, the temporal-parietal junction, and the default network, to compare the individual's current social state with stored expectations. Thus, the Effector System may have several components, perhaps including brainstem projections from the ventral tegmental area, dorsal raphe nucleus, and locus coeruleus, that are stimulated by the hypothalamus, which drives changes in mood, vigilance, and systemic changes in sympathetic nervous system activity and immune system mediators. This is consistent with findings of rodent studies that have shown that social isolation leads to activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA) axis via the release of corticotropin-releasing factor by the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus. Thus, the Effector System may generate the psychological signal of loneliness and in parallel a physiologic stress response, with increases in activity of the HPA axis and sympathetic nervous system activity involving the release of glucocorticoids such as cortisol, and epinephrine, as well as increases in the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and other immunological mediators, such as interleukin-6, C-reactive protein and fibrinogen. The activity of the ventral tegmental area and dorsal raphe nucleus dopaminergic neurons may signal both the aversive state of isolation and the rewarding aspects of social contact via distinct projections to the amygdala, striatum, and prefrontal cortex. Loneliness is also associated with a shift in immune function, with enhanced pro-inflammatory activity but a reduced antiviral response, which is thought to prepare an individual for the infections most likely to be encountered when alone (ie, bacterial infections sustained through physical injury but fewer socially transmitted viral infections). Thus, taken together, this model proposes, based on a large body of animal research, that a multi-system response is generated by the brain to respond to discrepancies between expected or desired and actual levels of social bonds, which serves to correct a survival-threatening state of reduced social contact and support.

Adapted from Matthews & Tye, 2019

and the corrective process is then inhibited until a new deviation is detected. However, if the deficit is not corrected, then this system may be persistently “turned on.” Thus, if this system is working well, small perturbations in social connectedness are rapidly corrected, and individuals spend most of their daily life near their set point (figure 1B, top panel). However, if a deviation from this social connection set point is not corrected, persistent engagement of the Effector System may occur, which can lead to damage to cardiovascular and metabolic systems, inhibition of social motivation, and the development of maladaptive behaviors such as social withdrawal (figure 1B, middle panel). Lastly, a third scenario may arise if a deviation occurs early in neurodevelopment (during a period of plasticity in this system), when a consistently low quantity or quality of social bonds may lead to a change in the individual’s set point. In this case, a state of social connection that was previously assessed as deficient may no longer register as a deviation from the setpoint. Such a set point shift could also occur following major losses at later points in life (eg, marital separation, death of a loved one). In individuals with “low” set points, isolation may not trigger loneliness or lead to the negative cardiometabolic effects of social disconnection (figure 1B, bottom panel).
Individuals with or without SMI may exhibit each of the three expressions of social homeostasis illustrated in figure 1, but the two characterized by fewer social contacts (i.e., chronic loneliness, or social isolation without loneliness) may be more common in SMI than in the general population. This social homeostasis model could provide one framework that could be useful for identifying in individuals with SMI: (1) an individual’s set point in their expectations or desire for social connection, and (2) potential causes for “correction failures” after set point deviations. For example, in light of the impairments in social cognition and social skills in SMI that are frequently present even before the onset of illness, chronic disconnection early in life could result in a lower-than-average set point that persists throughout the life course.

A model that synthesizes known and hypothesized relationships among psychological, cognitive, and neural mechanisms of social disconnection in SMI is presented in figure 2. First, we propose that impairments in the function of the amygdala and hippocampus (regions of the medial temporal lobe [MTL]) lead to poor social perception (i.e., impairments in perceptual processes involved in social cognition such as facial affect recognition) in SMI, which then gives rise to social isolation. (Alternatively, less frequent engagement of the MTL in social perception-related processes, due to social isolation, may lead to impairments in MTL functioning, due to “lack of use” and subsequent experience-dependent modification or atrophy of the MTL.) In support of this prediction is the evidence that poor social perception is linked to impairments in psychosocial functioning in SMI.

Secondly, the experience of loneliness may be triggered by a larger network of brain regions involved in perceiving social information and mediating social interactions (see figure 1 legend), such as the default network, medial temporal lobe structures, the striatum, and anterior insula. These regions play key roles in reward processes and detection of salient information in the environment. In addition, the circuitry involved in the generation of the subjective state of loneliness likely includes the midbrain and hypothalamus, given the involvement of these areas in stress responses and homeostatic processes.

A specific response of brain networks involved in social perception and reward may represent the measurable manifestation (as quantified by conventional brain imaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging) of the long-term effects of a persistent homeostatic signal, involving the release of stress and inflammatory response mediators, that indicate that the individual’s baseline requirement for closeness with others has not been met. In addition to the experience of
loneliness, this neural response may be accompanied by discomfort in the presence of others (due to anticipated rejection) and a need for greater physical distance from others (interpersonal space), as well as a bias towards a greater allocation of attention to social threat (ie, reference between the response occurring as a consequence of a persistent difference, social avoidance, and isolation.

Critically, a chronically elevated systemic stress response occurring as a consequence of a persistent difference between the expected and actual level of social connection is predicted to impact cardiometabolic health (eg, lead to dyslipidemia, hypertension) in SMI over time. In addition, chronic social isolation likely also leads to poor health outcomes because of the associated reduced availability of health-promoting supports and resources. Moreover, the combined effects of high levels of both loneliness and isolation—common in SMI—could result in particularly poor cardiometabolic outcomes.

**Implications for Intervention**

If core aspects of the proposed model (figure 2) are confirmed by ongoing and future research, novel approaches for intervention could follow. Identifying behavioral antecedents of fluctuations in social isolation and loneliness within individuals in the context of daily life could uncover targets for cognitive and behavioral interventions, particularly those that can be delivered “just-in-time” by mobile technologies (eg, smartphone apps). Addressing underlying cognitions that may contribute to a cycle of behaviors and self-reinforcing beliefs that perpetuate loneliness could represent a key component of a treatment plan aimed at reducing social disconnection.

Furthermore, behavioral correlates of social disconnection, such as abnormalities in personal space preferences and social perception, could represent components of a phenotype of social isolation and loneliness in SMI that could be employed as an intermediate target of early detection and intervention strategies. Addressing the unique contributors to social isolation and loneliness in SMI, and the relationships of each to functional and health outcomes, will be important as well. For example, if objective social isolation results in fewer health-promoting behaviors due to limited social support or available resources, then treatments that target such isolating behaviors should have the added benefit of directly improving health, broadly speaking. On the other hand, interventions that target the cognitive underpinnings of loneliness, perhaps through reductions of maladaptive beliefs regarding anticipated social rejection, could theoretically reduce the direct negative impacts of such perceptions on social motivation and the ability to generate behaviors that correct deficits in levels or quality of social bonds. Such a correction could then “turn off” the damaging physiological processes that adversely impact cardiometabolic health.

**Summary and Conclusions**

This narrative review summarized some of what is currently known about the psychological, cognitive, and neural correlates of social disconnection, as well as some of the recent studies of the moment-to-moment changes in these experiences, and how social disconnection may contribute to poor physical health over time in SMI. Extending the concept of social homeostasis, we presented a mechanistic model of social isolation and loneliness in SMI that could provide one working framework for future investigations. In addition, novel interventions could be deployed to target its different components, both to test the model’s validity (its proposed sequence of mechanisms) and to identify a range of potential approaches for reversing the negative consequences of social disconnection in SMI. Targeting isolation and loneliness in SMI may represent one less explored avenue for treating or preventing the poor physical health and diminished quality of life that remains all too common in this population.
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